
Ceph - Feature #14217

tool for artificially inflate the leveldb of the mon store for testing purposes 

01/04/2016 10:03 AM - Kefu Chai

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal Spent time: 0.00 hour

Assignee: Kefu Chai   

Category:    

Target version:    

Source: Community (dev) Reviewed:  

Tags:  Affected Versions:  

Backport: hammer Pull request ID:  

Description

this helps to test the performance issue of monitor related to leveldb size

Related issues:

Copied to Ceph - Backport #14470: hammer: tool for artificially inflate the l... Resolved

Associated revisions

Revision b0f6af81 - 01/04/2016 02:26 PM - Kefu Chai 

tools: ceph_monstore_tool: add inflate-pgmap command

this command repeatly add the latest pgmap to the monstore in order

to inflate it. the command helps with the testing of some monstore

related performance issue of monitor

Fixes: #14217

Signed-off-by: Kefu Chai <kchai@redhat.com>

Revision 92601718 - 01/29/2016 04:34 AM - Kefu Chai 

tools: ceph_monstore_tool: add inflate-pgmap command

this command repeatly add the latest pgmap to the monstore in order

to inflate it. the command helps with the testing of some monstore

related performance issue of monitor

Fixes: #14217

Signed-off-by: Kefu Chai <kchai@redhat.com>

(cherry picked from commit b0f6af814a58dd374ca95e84a4e381f8ef1368de)

History

#1 - 01/04/2016 01:29 PM - Ken Dreyer

- Backport set to hammer
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#2 - 01/04/2016 02:48 PM - Kefu Chai

- Backport deleted (hammer)

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/7097

#3 - 01/04/2016 02:48 PM - Kefu Chai

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

#4 - 01/04/2016 04:54 PM - Ken Dreyer

Kefu, you removed the "Backport: hammer" here, was that intentional?

#5 - 01/13/2016 02:25 AM - Sage Weil

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved

#6 - 01/13/2016 04:44 PM - Ken Dreyer

- Status changed from Resolved to Pending Backport

- Backport set to hammer

Re-opening to track the Hammer backport (assuming that's still desired)

#7 - 01/22/2016 01:42 AM - Loïc Dachary

- Copied to Backport #14470: hammer: tool for artificially inflate the leveldb of the mon store for testing purposes  added

#8 - 02/01/2016 09:49 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
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